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ABSTRACT10

Statistical network models have been used to study the competition among different prod-11

ucts and how product attributes influence customer decisions. However, in existing research12

using network-based approaches, product competition has been viewed as binary (i.e., whether13

a relationship exists or not), while in reality, the competition strength may vary among prod-14

ucts. In this paper, we model the strength of the product competition by employing a statistical15

network model, with an emphasis on how product attributes affect which products are consid-16

ered together and which products are ultimately purchased by customers. We first demonstrate17

how customers’ considerations and choices can be aggregated as weighted networks. Then, we18

propose a weighted network modeling approach by extending the valued Exponential Random19

Graph Model to investigate the effects of product features and network structures on product20

competition relations. The approach that consists of model construction, interpretation, and val-21

idation is presented in a step-by-step procedure. Our findings suggest that the weighted network22

model outperforms commonly used binary network baselines in predicting product competition23

as well as market share. Also, traditionally when using binary network models to study product24

competitions, and depending on the cut-off values chosen to binarize a network, the resulting es-25

timated customer preferences can be inconsistent. Such inconsistency in interpreting customer26
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preferences is a downside of binary network models but can be well addressed by the proposed27

weighted network model. Lastly, this paper is the first attempt to study customers’ purchase pref-28

erences (i.e., aggregated choice decisions) and car competition (i.e., customers’ co-consideration29

decisions) together using weighted directed networks.30
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1 INTRODUCTION34

Network modeling has emerged as a key method for statistical analysis of complex systems in a wide35

variety of social and engineering domains [1–5]. For example, network-based models have been applied36

in design collaborations [6–8], design crowdsourcing [9], new technology adoption [10,11], and design37

and manufacturing systems [12]. As a complex socio-technical system, customer-product relations can38

be modeled with network analysis based on social network theory and techniques [13–15], where nodes39

represent individual entities and links represent their relationships. Among the existing network-based40

modeling techniques, the Exponential Random Graph Model (ERGM) is a unique method with the41

ability to model the influence of both exogenous effects (e.g., nodal attributes) and endogenous effects42

(network configuration/nodal relations) on the network formation. In recent studies, this model has been43

adopted in studying customers’ consideration behaviors [13], forecasting the impact of technological44

changes on market competitions [16], modeling customers’ consideration-then-choice behaviors [17],45

and predicting products’ co-consideration relations [13, 18]. Particularly, the studies on how products46

are co-considered relate to the focus of this paper – analysis and prediction of products’ competition47

relations.48

Depending on the level of complexity, different network structures have been explored in customer-49

product relations, including unidimensional network, bipartite network and multidimensional network,50

as shown in Figure 1. Among these structures, both bipartite [17, 19] and multidimensional [15] net-51

works model customers and products as separate nodes, and the relation between customer and product52

(customers’ considerations and choices) as links. Unlike bipartite and multidimensional networks, uni-53

dimensional networks focus on product competition based on aggregated customer preference. In a uni-54

dimensional network, nodes represent products in the market, and links among them are formed based55

on whether customers have co-considered the products together. Prior work has shown the importance56
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of modeling unidimensional networks for customer preference modeling. For example, Sha et al. [13]57

studied a binary unidimensional network to understand the influence of endogenous effects, such as the58

existing competition relations between car models, on the formation of new competitions in the mar-59

ket. Ahmed et al. [20] proposed a graph neural network approach to predict the binary unidimensional60

relationships between products. In this study, we adopt unidimensional network analysis to investigate61

product competition for two reasons. First, a unidimensional network represents competition as aggre-62

gated customer preferences and demand at the market level, from which the insights obtained would63

provide better decision support for enterprises than studying individual choice behaviors on competing64

products. Second, in a unidimensional network, customers’ considerations and choices can be modeled65

jointly at the market level by the introduction of directed links. Therefore, it enables the prediction of66

market shares of different products beyond merely studying product competitions, thereby serving for67

the design for market systems.68

Despite earlier attempts at using network models and theories in understanding the driving factors69

in customers’ consideration and choice behaviors, existing studies have several limitations. First, the70

networks are simplified as binary networks, meaning that the weights or the strength of links are ne-71

glected. However, the link strength is an important aspect of understanding product competition as well72

as customer preferences. This is because to probe into the question of how much a competition relation73

between two products could be changed because of the change of designs or customer preferences, the74

link strength must be explicitly modeled. Second, most, if not all, past research on network models75

on car competition analysis does not use directed networks for modeling the final choice decision of a76

product, but instead focus on the first stage of choice making, i.e., customers’ consideration decisions.77

Aiming to address these limitations in the past work (as illustrated in Figure 1) [16–19, 21, 22], this78

study is the first, in our knowledge, to use weighted networks as well as both choice (directed networks)79

and consideration (undirected networks) to study product competition and customer preferences. Fig-80

ure 1 summarizes the existing studies on using unidimensional, bipartite, and multidimensional network81

analysis in customer preference modeling and how this work differs from them.82

The new approach proposed in this study is based on the valued-ERGM models that allow a link83

between nodes to carry weights and such a link can be either directed or undirected. Despite the appli-84

cations of network modeling techniques in different research areas, the valued-ERGM technique [23]85

has received little attention in engineering research. Our research aims at acclimating and transferring86

this statistical modeling knowledge into the engineering design field for further understanding product87

competition relations. In a unidimensional car competition network, we study both customers’ con-88
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Fig. 1: Unidimensional, bipartite, and multidimensional networks in customer-product relation model-

ing. We show that past work in literature did not address weighted models for directed or undirected

networks. This paper fills this gap for unidimensional networks.

sideration and choice behaviors by establishing two types of networks as illustrated in Figure 2 – an89

undirected network, in which links represent the co-consideration relationship and a directed network,90

in which a directed link between the two products co-considered indicates the customers’ aggregated91

preferences towards the final choice decisions.92

As a summary, the objectives of this research are: a) to develop an approach based on valued-93

ERGM to model product competition, as exemplified by the study on both weighted undirected co-94

consideration network and weighted directed choice network; and b) to evaluate the performance of95

valued-ERGM in link prediction (i.e., the competition strength prediction) when nodal attributes change96

in different years, e.g., the change of product design features when a car model upgrades from one year97

to another.98

The primary contributions of this paper are: first, a new network-based approach using valued-99

ERGM to explore product competition is proposed for the first time. Second, we demonstrate that100

valued-ERGM models predict customer consideration behavior substantially better than binary-ERGM101

models. Third, we show that valued-ERGM effectively models both directed and undirected networks102

in analyzing aggregated customer considerations and purchasing behaviors.103
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2 Technical Background104

Exponential Random Graph Models Exponential Random Graph Model (ERGM), a statistical anal-

ysis technique that serves as a formal representation of the network formation process [24], has been a

popular choice in social network research. ERGM outputs a probability for every possible network that

can be formed from a fixed number of nodes. This leads to a probability distribution on the set of all

possible networks with the same number of nodes [24]. Mathematically, ERGMs can be expressed as a

function of a set of input parameters (which can be node properties, link properties, network configura-

tion attributes etc.) [25], as shown below:

Pr(Y = y) =
exp(θT ·g(y))

κ(θ)
, y ∈ Y (1)

In this equation, network structure Y is treated as a random variable and an observed network y is the105

network data the researcher has collected and regarded as one realization from a set of possible net-106

works Y. The probability of the observed network structure is determined by network statistics g(y),107

which can include attributes of nodes, attributes of links, and network structural attributes, along with108

the corresponding model parameters θ. As θ and g(y) are vectors, T , a transpose operator, is needed109

to ensure a proper dot product operation.κ(θ) = ∑y′∈Y exp(θT ·g(y′)) is a normalizing constant, which110

is a summation of the numerator over all possible networks Y to make sure the function yields a re-111

alistic probability value. Eq. 1 suggests that the probability of observing a specific network structure112

is proportional to the exponent of a weighted combination of network statistics [26]. To estimate the113

parameters (or learn the model from existing data), a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) procedure114

using maximum likelihood estimation is typically employed, and the details of the algorithm are doc-115

umented in [27, 28]. The estimated parameters indicate the importance of different statistics (such as116

node attributes and network structural effects) in the formation of links in a network. By analyzing the117

magnitude and statistical relevance of those parameters, one can find and interpret the factors that are118

important to the formation of the observed network.119

ERGM has several advantages over traditional statistical models. For instance, unlike traditional120

logit models [29], they allow the interdependence among network links, which is more realistic in many121

network formation processes. For example, in a friendship network, when two nodes have common122

partners, there could be a higher possibility to have a link connecting them. ERGM also provides a123

flexible statistical inference framework that can model the influence of both exogenous effects (e.g.124

nodal attributes) and endogenous effects (e.g. the triangular network configurations which represent the125

three-way product competition) on the probability of forming a connection between nodes.126
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Valued-ERGM model A limitation of traditional binary ERGM is that it cannot model networks with

weighted links (e.g. the demand between two airports in an air transportation network). If one wishes to

model a weighted network with the traditional ERGM, they have to first binarize the network with a link

weight threshold. This dichotomization step may lead to biases and information loss, which can even-

tually affect network prediction. Valued-ERGM [30], a technique recently developed by statisticians,

addresses this limitation by modeling the strength of links rather than merely their presence or absence.

For a given set of discrete variables, a valued-ERGM is expressed as:

Pr(Y = y) =
h(y)exp(θT ·g(y))

κ(θ)
, y ∈ Y (2)

where most of the parameters are the same with those in Eq. 1, and κ(θ,y) = ∑y′∈Y h(y′)exp(θT ·g(y′))127

also works a normalizing constant, to make the function output a feasible probability value.Two major128

distinctions between the valued ERGM and the regular ERGM are the support Y term and the reference129

distribution h(y) term.130

Different from binary ERGMs, the support of a valued-ERGM is over a set of weighted networks,131

which is often infinite or uncountable [31]. One cannot enumerate all possible weighted networks with132

real-valued link strengths. Thus in a weighted network case, we need to consider what the strengths133

of connections are and how they are distributed. This brings in the need of specifying a reference134

distribution, which determines the sample space and baseline distribution of link values. The sample135

space is a set of possible networks given the size and density of the observed network. A reference136

distribution simply answers the question of what the link distribution might look like in the absence of137

any ERGM terms.138

The ability to model valued links has greatly advanced network research as it enables researchers139

to conduct more nuanced examinations of network structures. Moreover, similar to traditional ERGMs,140

valued-ERGMs are capable of modeling networks with both undirected links and directed links. De-141

spite these benefits, valued ERGMs are still very much an exploratory area within statistical network142

analysis [32] due to computational difficulties.143

Valued-ERGMs have been employed in various applications ranging from policy studies [32], orga-144

nizational communication [33] to disease transmissions [34] and global migration [35]. An important145

step of using valued-ERGM is to first define meaningful links and a way to measure the link strength.146

The definition of link strength often depends on the domain, and in the past, researchers have determined147

it based on factors ranging from the level of interaction between two nodes [32], the strength of friend-148

ship [33], or the total duration of human contact [34]. These links, although valued, are typically discrete149
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in a small range such as {0,1,2,3}. Existing methods in the social science area cannot be directly used150

in our study to model the valued product competition networks because: a) the link strength in a prod-151

uct competition network could have a substantially large range. This infinite sample space increases152

the complexity of the task of prediction; and b) existing studies mainly concentrate on interpreting the153

models, whereas we focus on both interpretation and prediction. The prediction of the network involves154

network simulation based on the estimated parameters, and it can also serve as a validation of the fitted155

model. Despite their complexity, there are two motivations behind using valued-ERGM models in this156

work: 1) they can model the magnitude of competition strength between products, thereby supporting157

car manufacturers’ strategic decisions on product positioning. As the valued-ERGM will establish the158

functional relations between the car design features and the competition strength, the resulting model159

will be able to predict future market competition based on the change of certain car features, such as a160

design upgrade or design modification. 2) With more information captured, the valued-ERGM model161

should demonstrate a better link prediction accuracy compared to traditional binary ERGMs.162

3 Methodology163

In a product market, the number of customers considering a pair of products (u and v) or choosing164

one product over the other reflects the in-between competitive strength. To capture the product compe-165

tition strength based on customers’ considerations and choices, we build weighted product competition166

networks and model them with valued-ERGMs. In this section, we outline the three main steps required167

for the statistical modeling of a weighted competition network:168

1) Construct the weighted network.169

2) Train a valued-ERGM model and interpret the estimated model parameters, and170

3) Predict the future competition among products in the market under investigation.171

Our contribution is to extend the valued ERGM to modeling product competition networks. We172

describe the step-by-step process of building a weighted network and how to analyze it in this section.173

We use car design as an example in this study, but our approach can be generalized to many other174

product design contexts.175

3.1 Weighted Product Competition Network Construction176

To capture the multi-stage nature of a customer’s decision-making process, we build two different177

unidimensional networks, “co-consideration network” and “choice network”. The first is an undirected178

network that represents customers’ choice set in the consideration stage and the second is a directed179
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Fig. 2: We use valued-ERGM network models to study product competition in both the consideration

stage (the network in (a)) and the choice stage (the network in (b)). The nodes represent cars as an

example in these network illustrations and links represent competition strength.

network, which represents the customers’ aggregated choice preferences.180

In both networks, a product (in this case, a car) corresponds to a node. Each node is associated181

with a set of attributes like price, fuel consumption, and engine power. We denote both networks as182

G = (V,ε,W ), where V , ε and W represent nodes, links, and weights respectively. Figure 2 provides183

a simplified illustration for both the unidimensional consideration and the choice networks that we184

investigate. The thickness of the link between two nodes is proportional to its strength (i.e. the number185

of customers who co-consider the two products or choose one product over the other), and the size of186

the node is proportional to the popularity of the product (i.e. the number of customers who consider or187

purchase the product).188

Defining link strengths in the co-consideration network In the co-consideration network, we define189

an undirected link between node u and node v, if there exists at least one customer who considers both190

cars u and v together. The number of customers who consider the two cars together is denoted as the191

link weight (wu,v) between nodes u and v.192

Defining link strengths in the choice network In the choice network, a directed link from node u to193

node v is established if there exist customers who considered car u and v together but finally bought v194

instead of u. The total number of customers who bought car v despite considering car u denote the link195

strength from u to v and vice versa.196

Descriptive network analysis Descriptive network analysis helps researchers quickly explore some197

major characteristics of a network, like which products are popular, how dense the network is, without198

going into the sophisticated statistical modeling process. It requires the computation of topological mea-199
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sures to assess the network structural characteristics and the implication of structural advantages [15].200

The descriptive metrics adopted for analyzing a unidimensional weighted car competition network201

are network weight distribution, centrality and clustering coefficient. The values of weights wu,v, which202

measures the competition1 strength between pairs of cars (u and v), can be considered as a fundamental203

element in the weighted network analysis. The probability distribution of weights P(w) indicates the204

overall competition strength, i.e., the frequency of a pair of cars being co-considered in an undirected205

network. We can also calculate the centrality of a node. In an undirected consideration network, the206

centrality is measured by the strength of a node, which is defined as s(i) = ∑
j∈V (i)

wi j (V (i) is the node-set207

of node i’s neighbourhood). It is a measure of how popular the car is. Note that as this is a measure of208

popularity in the consideration network, it is possible that a model is popular (i.e., considered by many209

people) in the consideration stage but still has a low market share. In the directed choice network, the210

in-strength of a node sin(i) equals the sum of weights of all directed inward links, which is a measure211

of the popularity in the final purchase decisions. Further, the fraction of a node’s in-strength to the212

total in-strength of all the nodes ( sin(i)
∑

n
j=1 sin( j)) for directed networks represents the market share of that213

car model. Finally, we are interested in observing if there exist cliques of cars with intense competi-214

tion. To quantify this, we use the weighted global clustering coefficient, which measures the overall215

network interconnected triplets [36]. A cluster in a weighted network is defined as a group of nodes216

with high-weight links between each other and with low-weight links to other nodes in the network.217

Therefore, a high clustering coefficient indicates interconnected communities (car competitions within218

market segments) are more common in the network. While descriptive analysis provides broad insights219

about the network structure, it does not throw light on how different attributes quantitatively affect link220

formation. In what follows, we discuss the valued-ERGM technique that complements the descriptive221

network analysis.222

3.2 Network Modeling and Interpretation223

As described in Eq. 2, the inputs of valued-ERGMs are a reference distribution h(y) and a vector of224

selected input terms g(y), such as car price and fuel efficiency, and the weighted network configurations,225

such as the network density.226

1While the methods we present in this paper generalize to many definitions of competition between two items, we have

primarily used the term “competition” between two cars as a measure of the number of occurrences that two cars being

co-considered.
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Defining a reference distribution The reference distribution h(y) acts as our prior belief about the227

network based on the known distribution of link weights.228

Therefore, the choice of reference distribution should reflect the prior knowledge about the link229

strength distribution. While Binomial distribution is typically used for binary networks, other choices230

like the Poisson, Geometric, Bernoulli, Uniform, and Standard Normal distribution are possible for a231

weighted network. The exact choice of prior belief depends on the application domain and the actual232

data.233

Defining input variables Many of the variables used as input in a valued-ERGM model are simi-234

lar to those used in binary ERGM models, and they can be classified into three categories: network235

configurations, main effects, and homophily effects. Network configurations are metrics that can be236

used to measure network structures, such as the number of edges, triangles, stars, and degrees. The237

main effects correspond to nodal effects of product attributes (such as cars’ price, fuel consumption),238

and the homophily effects are the similarity or difference between the attributes of two nodes (such239

as the difference of two cars’ price and fuel consumption). The complete list of input variables is in-240

troduced in the case study section. Unlike any dyad-independent binary ERGM statistics expressed241

as gk = ∑(i, j)∈Y xk,i, jyi, j , where xk,i, j denotes to (nodal/edge) covariate and yi j is allowed to have val-242

ues either 0 or 1, in the valued-ERGM, yi j has a larger range of choices (0,1,2,3. . . in our case). As243

for the network configuration terms, valued-ERGM can handle network sparsity, mutuality, individual244

heterogeneity and triadic closure via various network structural terms [23].245

Interpreting valued-ERGM parameters The result of the valued-ERGM is a set of estimated coef-246

ficients and associated p-values for all variables. Network configuration effects indicate the link inde-247

pendence, i.e., the formation of links due to the presence of other links [37]. The estimation of those248

effects can be seen as evidence of the prevalence or absence of certain structures (such as density, tran-249

sitivity, and star effects) in a network. For example, a negative estimate of “edges” indicates that the250

competition network has a low density. The impact of main attributes refers to how an attribute might251

influence a product’s propensity to form a link in a co-consideration network or a choice network. For252

the car example, we examine the selected car attributes, and the result will help designers understand253

whether cars with certain attributes, for example, a higher price and lower fuel consumption, are more254

likely to be considered by customers and win a competition. The homophily effects test the hypothesis255

that cars with more similarities in different attributes are likely to be co-considered, which is a common256

explanation established in social relations.257
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3.3 Market Competition Prediction258

While statistical network models are typically used to interpret what factors lead to link formation259

or dissolution, predicting what a network will look like in the future is useful for manufacturers to260

make strategic decisions. In practice, if manufacturers can predict how the competition between car261

models would change when certain product design attributes are changed, they can use this knowledge262

to position their products in the market strategically against competitors. Using the estimated parameters263

of input variables in valued-ERGM, we can predict competition networks in the future, with new car264

attributes as input.265

Based on valued-ERGM equation Eq. 2, the distribution of network models is determined by a base266

network structure, estimated parameters, input variables, and a reference distribution. Therefore, when267

predicting a future competition network, we substitute the old car attributes with new ones and derive268

the distribution of the predicted network structures based on the valued ERGM formula. Then, we269

draw many samples from the network distribution (simulated networks), and take the averaged network270

structure as the aggregated network, which represents the central tendency (highest probable network)271

of all simulated networks. We use this aggregated network as our prediction and compare it with the272

known network in the future to show our model’s accuracy.273

Future predictions using aggregated simulations can be made for either the co-consideration network274

or the choice network. In the predicted co-consideration networks, the number of competitors and their275

strengths are predicted. In the predicted choice networks, the manufacturers will get an understanding276

of which car models are their main competitors. In the next section, we show how the methods and the277

process discussed above are applied to two real-world vehicle datasets.278

4 Case Studies279

In this section, we demonstrate the use of the valued-ERGM approach to study the Chinese car280

market. We use data from a new car buyer survey as a test example. Weighted Network modeling can281

be applied to different stages of decision-making of a customer, which corresponds to different types282

of network models (undirected and directed). We show two case studies covering different aspects of283

network structures and the decision-making process of customers. The first case study focuses on the284

initial stage of customer decision-making and uses an undirected co-consideration network model. The285

second case study focuses on the final stage of choice-making using a directed choice network model.286

In this case, one of the cars that are co-considered by the customers “wins” the competition, thus is287

finally purchased.288
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4.1 Data Description289

Our dataset contains survey data from 2013 and 2014 in the China market. In the survey, there were290

around 53,000 and 60,000 respondents respectively in 2013 and 2014, who specified which cars they291

purchased and which cars they considered, before making their final choice. Each customer indicated at292

least one, and up to three cars which they considered. The dataset also contains many car attributes, e.g.,293

price, power, brand origin and fuel consumption, and customer-specific attributes, e.g., gender, age, etc.294

4.2 Case study 1: Car Co-Consideration Network295

In this case study, we use valued-ERGM models to study the competition between any pair of car296

models reflected by the number of co-considerations received between them.297

Fig. 3: An overview of the 2013 and 2014 co-consideration network (Top): the blue nodes repre-

sent car models and black links represent co-consideration relations. The node size is proportional

to the weighted degree of a car model and the link width is proportional to the link strength of the

co-consideration relation. And an example of the local co-consideration network between three cars

changing from 2013 to 2014 (Bottom).
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Step 1: Network construction and Characterization To study car co-consideration, we start by cre-298

ating a car co-consideration network based on customers’ survey responses in the 2013 survey data. For299

purpose of validation, we control the studied market size and a random sampling of 50,000 customers300

was made. It is noteworthy that customers who have only considered one car in the survey are removed301

because they do not provide valuable information about product competition, and our network currently302

has taken roughly 38,000 customers. The network consists of 296 unique car models as network nodes.303

The link between a pair of nodes carries the weight equal to the number of customers who considered304

both the car models together in their consideration set. The overview of the 2013 co-consideration net-305

work is shown in Figure 3. As the node size is proportional to the weighted degree of a car model, a306

larger node size depicts a more popular car model because it is considered by more customers. Simi-307

larly, a thicker link width displays a stronger co-consideration relationship (competition) between a pair308

of cars. Figure 3 also shows a glimpse of a three-way competition. In this example, cars “Great Wall309

Hover” and “Honda Dongfeng CRV” appear together in the consideration set of 18 customers in 2013310

and 30 customers in 2014, showing that their competition has potentially increased in one year (note the311

sampled market size for 2013 and 2014 are the same). In contrast, cars “VW SVW Tiguan” and “Honda312

Dongfeng CRV” appear together in the consideration set of 201 customers in 2013 and 192 customers313

in 2014. This shows that their competition has decreased in one year, although both car models are still314

more popular than the “Great Wall Hover”, as indicated by the sum of all link strengths connected to315

them.316

Table 1 presents a summary of our network’s descriptive characteristics. Network density, which317

calculates the portion of the potential connection between all nodes that are actually connected in a318

network, shows that among all possibly connected car models, 15.2% of them are being co-considered,319

and an average of 5.323 customers consider any connected car models indicated by the average strength.320

The average degree means that each car competes with 22.355 cars on average. The average weighted321

degree indicates a car is co-considered with other cars by 118.80 customers on average. The average322

global clustering coefficient of 0.616 suggests that car models are very likely to engage in a multi-way323

competition.324

To build the valued ERGM network model, we select the set of most representative car attributes325

based on the selection criterion used in a previous study [13], including price, engine power, fuel con-326

sumption, market segment, import status, and car make origin. This selection allows us to use our327

prior work as a baseline for comparison purposes. We apply log transformation to price (in Chinese328

Yuan RMB) and engine power (in brake horsepower BHP) to normalize the range of attribute values329
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Table 1: Summary of 2013 Co-Consideration Network Descriptive Characteristics

No. Nodes Network Density Ave. Strength Ave. Degree Ave. Weighted

Degree

Global Clustering

Coefficient

296 0.152 5.323 22.355 118.80 0.616

and reduce the large outlier effects. Fuel consumption is calculated by the ratio of consumed gasoline330

(in liters) to driving distance (in 100 km), and a smaller fuel consumption value speaks for higher fuel331

efficiency. The market segment is a categorical variable that contains 17 car segment codes provided332

by Ford. The variables of import and make origin are related to the car’s brand information, and 35.1%333

of cars are imported from Europe, the United States, Japan, and South Korea, and 64.9% of cars are334

domestically produced in China.335

Step 2: Network modeling and Interpretation In the implementation of the valued-ERGM model,336

we assign the selected car attributes to network nodes and the occurrence of co-considerations to the337

link strengths. Based on the sample space of link strength (non-negative, integer, and not bounded),338

the available reference distributions are Poisson distribution and Geometric distribution. In an empiri-339

cal setting, Poisson distribution provides a converged and legitimate result, therefore, we have chosen340

Poisson distribution as the reference distribution.341

The input variables can be divided into three categories: the network configuration effects, the main342

effects [13] and the homophily effects. The whole set of input variables can be found in Table 2. We343

use the statistical network analysis package “Statnet” in R programming, in which the valued-ERGM is344

integrated [38]. The second column of Table 2 (i.e., “Weighted”) shows the estimated coefficients from345

fitting the valued-ERGM models. The sum/intercept variable serves as a constant term in valued-ERGM346

and it estimates the likelihood of two cars’ co-consideration strength without any knowledge about the347

cars’ attributes. All the input variables, except the main effect of power and the homophily effect of348

power difference, are statistically significant at the level of significance of 0.05. As all variables are349

normalized to a similar order of magnitude, the differences in the coefficients denote their relative im-350

portance in the model fit. Among the main effects, the coefficient of import effect is negative, but the351

coefficients of brand origin from different countries are positive. This implies that customers tend to352

consider domestically made cars with foreign brands, such as Ford Changan Focus, Honda Dongfeng353

Civic, etc.. Variables like price, power and fuel consumption are not as important as the other main354
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effects. We observe that the coefficients corresponding to the homophily effects are mostly positive and355

significant. This indicates that the homophily effects may play an important role in forming the com-356

petitive relations between two car models, which verifies our common beliefs. Among the homophily357

effects, the market segment matching and brand origin matching are significant. This may reveal that358

car models within the same market segment and the same brand origin tend to be co-considered by359

customers. Furthermore, a statistically significant large negative coefficient of price difference shows360

customers prefer to consider cars in a similar price range. This observation aligns with our intuition, as361

a customer may consider cars within his/her budget range.362

To validate the findings of our valued ERGM model, we compare it against binary ERGM models363

(where the network only considers the existence of the competition instead of the competition strength).364

We set the model terms, like the attributes considered and MCMC termination criteria (i.e., the P-value365

of Hotelling’s T 2 test for equality of MCMC-simulated network statistics exceeds 0.5 [39]), to be the366

same between all models. However, as the performance (as measured by network prediction) of the367

binary ERGM model is sensitive to the method of binarization, we compare our method with multiple368

binary networks. Specifically, we add results for three cut-off link strength values, i.e., 1.0 (the first369

quantile), 2.0 (the median), and 4.0 (the third quantile), and we denote the link strength larger than the370

cut-off value as a link in the binary network. The model results are shown in Table 2.371

The estimations of different binary network models show that the effect of fuel consumption and372

power differences become non-significant when the cut-off value changes, which indicates that the373

different choices of the cut-off value for the binarized network can result in different model results and374

different interpretation of the model. When using valued-ERGM, this inconsistency is not observed due375

to the lack of need for binarizing the network with an artificial cut-off value.376

However, while binary networks with different cut-off values have some inconsistency among them-377

selves, it is important to understand that overall the ERGM modeling package for binary and valued378

networks seems reliable for our problem. This is evident due to two reasons. First, the relative value of379

attribute coefficients in different binary models does not drastically change. Second, we see that most380

coefficients have a similar sign and relative value between valued and binary networks too, which shows381

the ERGM models are reliable in estimating the attribute effects and converge to similar values.382

The valued-ERGM provides a few new insights. For instance, the coefficient of market segment383

matching is larger than brand origin matching for valued ERGM in contrast to binary ERGM, which384

implies brand origin matching plays an important role during the link formation but market segment385

matching is more dominant in creating higher competition strength. We trust these interpretations more,386
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Table 2: Estimated Coefficients of the 2013 Co-consideration Network for a weighted network and

binary networks

Input Variables Weighted Binary 1 Binary 2 Binary 3

Network configuration effect

Sum/Intercept - 9.54*** -7.24*** -8.80*** -11.72***

Main effect (nodal attributes)

Import - 1.46*** -1.00*** -1.31*** -1.59***

Price (log2) 0.27*** 0.18*** 0.21*** 0.25***

Power (log2) 0.05 0.07 0.01 0.04

Fuel consumption - 0.03*** -0.06*** -0.02 -0.01

Brand origin (the US) 1.42*** 1.17*** 1.43*** 1.72***

Brand origin (Europe) 1.11*** 0.82*** 1.09*** 1.31***

Brand origin (Japan) 0.45*** 0.46*** 0.58*** 0.67***

Brand origin (Korean) 0.75*** 0.69*** 0.90*** 1.07***

Homophily effect (dyadic attributes)

Market segment matching 1.16*** 0.76*** 0.93*** 1.10***

Brand origin matching 0.87*** 0.82*** 0.97*** 1.13***

Price difference (log2) - 1.90*** -1.35*** -1.83*** -2.25***

Power difference (log2) -0.06. 0.12 0.04 -0.12

Fuel consumption difference - 0.30*** -0.26*** -0.38 *** -0.41***

Note: ***p<0.001
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as the valued ERGM also has better network prediction performance.387

To test the consistency of the model with different customer samples, multiple random samples have388

been run to sample 50,000 customers. The estimated parameters are stable and consistent across varied389

sampling results in 50 random samples. The mean and standard deviation of the estimated parameters390

in different samples are shown in Table 3.391

Table 3: With 50 different samples of 50,000 customers, the mean and standard deviations of estimated

parameters show the model is stable and consistent

Mean Standard deviation

Sum -9.70282 0.061031

Import -1.47165 0.004381

Price 0.281495 0.002867

Power 0.046589 0.004776

Fuelconsump -0.03257 0.001119

Brand origin (the US) 1.410614 0.003135

Brand origin (Europe) 1.101363 0.002585

Brand origin (Japan) 0.449603 0.002032

Brand origin (Korean) 0.751167 0.004675

Market segment matching 1.152023 0.002034

Brand origin matching 0.874848 0.001701

Price difference -1.89683 0.002395

Power difference -0.07207 0.007694

Fuel consumption difference -0.29812 0.001078
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Step 3: Validation and Prediction We perform three different types of validation to examine both392

the model fit and the predictive power, as elaborated below:393

Trained model prediction matches the link strengths in the training data pretty well. We start the394

model validation by performing simulations with the current network configurations and the estimated395

coefficients of the selected model terms. More concretely, we create 100 simulated networks with the396

2013 car co-consideration network configurations and the estimated parameters in Table 2, and then take397

the average of the link strength values from 100 simulations and denote it as the aggregated simulated398

car co-consideration strength. The comparison of the link strength between the simulated network and399

the original network reveals the goodness of the model fit. Figure 4 (Top) plots the link strengths of the400

true network compared to the aggregated simulated network along the diagonal. We observe that two401

sets of link strengths are positively correlated, where a perfect y = x line indicates a perfect fit. This is402

manifested by the Pearson coefficient of 0.988 and the coefficient of determination (R2) of 0.976.403

Fig. 4: The goodness of fit using link strength comparison between the trained network and simulated

network. Top: Link strengths of the trained network with the aggregated simulated network for 2013.

Bottom: Link strengths of the true network with the aggregated simulated network for 2014 (unseen

future data).
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Trained model predicts link strengths of future unseen data reasonably well. In practice, the ben-404

efit of training a statistical model is to predict the future state and behavior of networks that are unseen.405

While the market competition between different car models varies yearly, we test whether our fitted406

co-consideration model can be utilized to predict the co-consideration relationship in the future market.407

Figure 3 illustrates an example of the real market evolution. It can be observed that in 2014, Great408

Wall Hover gains more customers’ consideration, and the strong co-consideration relationship between409

VW Tiguan and Honda CR-V decreases slightly. Our examination of the model’s predictive power uses410

a similar method of network aggregation as used in the above validation study, but with the input of411

2014 car attributes as the updated node attributes. With a similar simulation process, we derive the412

aggregated predicted co-consideration network for the 2014 market data and compare it with the actual413

co-consideration network. The scatter plot of the actual link strength and the predicted link strength is414

reported in Figure 4 (bottom), with a R2 of 0.794 and Pearson coefficient of 0.893. More importantly,415

we observe that although there exist some deviations between the prediction and the true link strength416

in the lower range of the link strength values, the prediction is better when the link strength is larger.417

In practice, the ability to correctly predict large link strength values is more important because they in-418

dicate more intense competition where major players in the market are always involved. Moreover, the419

model’s performance is robust and insensitive to the changes in the estimated coefficients. For example,420

on changing the coefficients by ±10%, the change in R2 is always less than 2%.421

Valued-ERGM has higher precision and recall compared to baseline binary models We want to422

further compare the prediction results with the previous binary non-weighted network baseline. How-423

ever, for comparison, we have to convert a simulated weighted network to a binary counterpart using a424

cut-off value of the link strength.425

We choose three different cut-off values, 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0, for creating the binary network. These cut-426

offs are determined based on the first, second, and third quantiles from the actual network link strength427

distribution. After that, we compare the predicted co-consideration network with the actual binary net-428

work. This comparison allows us to measure the false positive rate and true positive rate as metrics429

to evaluate the model performance. More specifically, we draw the Receiver Operating Characteristics430

(ROC) curve for each cutoff value. ROC curve [40] is a performance measurement for classification431

problems at various threshold settings of the predicted probability, and the larger the area under the432

curve (AUC) is, the better is a model’s predictability.433

As it shown in Figure 5, for all the ROC curves, AUC for the weighted network is larger, which434
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(a) Cut-off = 1.0 (b) Cut-off = 2.0 (c) Cut-off = 4.0

Fig. 5: Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curves comparing the valued-ERGM model with

binary-ERGM models with different cut-off values for network binarization on the 2014 car competition

network. We observe that irrespective of what cut-off value is used, valued-ERGM models have higher

precision and recall values than other models.

indicates a better predictive performance of valued-ERGM compared to binary ERGM. As the cut-435

off value increases, the performance of binary ERGM keeps, while the performance of valued-ERGM436

becomes better and better. This is because as the binary network becomes sparser, only links with higher437

strength are preserved and valued-ERGM has better performance in predicting those links.438

4.3 Case Study 2: Crossover SUV Choice Network439

In this case study, we use valued-ERGM models to study the competition between crossover SUV440

cars in the final choice stage of a customer.441

Step 1: Network construction In the second case study, we focus on the market competition among442

crossover SUVs, such as Ford Edge and Mazda CX-7, which are designed with the body and space of443

an SUV but the platform of a sedan. This type of car models has gained increasing attention in recent444

years and has witnessed considerable growth in many countries, owing to the low cost, compact size,445

stylistic design and better maneuverability. There are 14 crossover SUV models in the 2013 survey data,446

and we have collected all survey data of which customers have either considered or chosen a crossover447

SUV model in that year. This gives a total of 1975 customer observations2. The directed choice network448

is established based on the customers’ purchase behavior as described in the previous section and all449

2Different from case study 1 when 50,000 customers are selected from the entire market, we focus on the cross SUV car

segment and only select the customers who have considered or purchased a crossover SUV model.
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competitors in the network are divided into four segmentation groups: Sedan, SUV, Luxury or Sport,450

and Crossover SUV. The visualization of the choice network is plotted in Figure 6, where the node size451

of a crossover SUV reflects the number of customers who have purchased it.452

Fig. 6: A force directed graph visualization of the 2013 choice network for Crossover SUVs. We observe

that most crossover SUVs compete with Sedans and SUVs.

Overall, there are 217 car models in the crossover SUV choice network. All the links are directed453

and point to the “winner” in a competition. The average link strength is 2.431 corresponding to the454

average number of customers’ purchases among all co-considered cars. A unique feature of the choice455

network is that the in-strength of a node is correlated with its market share.456

Step 2: Network modeling and Interpretation The procedure of network modeling of a choice457

network shares many similarities with that of a co-consideration network using the valued-ERGM ap-458

proach. However, as the choice behavior is not symmetric between pairs of nodes, the model terms are459

further specified for inward nodes or outward nodes. Specifically, the main effects in Table 4 refer to460

the nodal attributes of the inward nodes, hence we can learn the important attributes of the “winners”461

and find possible reasons behind the popularity of a car model. Besides, we have added two network462

structural effects, “cyclical weights” and ”transitive weights”, which measure the triadic closure and463

refer to the links from i→ j that have two-path3 from j→ i and from i→ j, respectively (Figure 7).464

More precisely, in the product competition market, it accounts for a hierarchical three-way competition.465

The cyclical weights refer to the case when customers prefer car k than car j and prefer car i than car466

k, while preferring car j than car i. The transitive weights refer to the case when customers prefer car k467

3a two-path refers to a network structure that there are two edges connects from i to j: i→ h→ j
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than car j and prefer car i than car k, while preferring car i than car j.468

Fig. 7: An illustration of cyclical weights and transitive weights. It refers to three-way competition in

the market.

Table 4 shows the estimated coefficients from fitting three directed valued-ERGM models with dif-469

ferent model terms. The first model is a baseline model with main effects and homophily effects, and470

the second and the third models include network structural effects to further investigate the endogenous471

network effect influence. Among all three networks, the estimated coefficients are consistent with small472

variations. In the choice network, the car models with lower prices, higher power, and higher fuel con-473

sumption are more likely to be bought by customers. This result is consistent with our common sense.474

Please note that for the group of customers who have a preference for crossover SUVs, they possibly475

prefer a model with higher fuel consumption which is usually in company with a higher power. Mean-476

while, imported cars are not always preferred by this survey population, but a car with foreign brands477

still shows a positive effect on customers’ final choice. Furthermore, the homophily effects have signif-478

icant positive effects on the choice decisions, and the underlying reason is similar to the first case study.479

Also, in model 2 and model 3, the cyclical weights have a negative effect while the transitive weights480

have a positive effect. This implies that in a three-way competition, the competition relations tend to be481

transitive, meaning that if car A ”wins” a competition over car B, and car B ”wins” a competition over482

car C, then car A is likely to ”win” car C. Therefore, it can be inferred that the directed network market483

is hierarchical. We have also reported Akaike information criterion (AIC) and Bayesian information484

criterion (BIC) values for three models, a lower AIC and BIC value indicates a better model fit [41],485

and the models with network configuration statistics fit slightly better than the baseline model, which486

indicates that those network configurations could play an important role in the competition network487

formation.488
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Table 4: Estimated Coefficients of the 2013 Choice Network

Input Variables Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Network configuration effect

Sum/Intercept 6.19*** 6.11*** 5.77***

Cyclical weights -0.06**

Transitive weights 0.16***

Main effect (inward node attributes)

Import 0.03 0.03 0.03

Price(log2) -1.05*** -1.04*** -1.03***

Power(log2) 0.30* 0.30* 0.30*

Fuel consumption 0.58*** 0.58*** 0.57***

Brand origin (the US) 0.82*** 0.81*** 0.78***

Brand origin (Europe) 0.15 0.13 0.15

Brand origin(Japan) 0.80*** 0.80*** 0.75***

Brand origin(Korean) 0.56*** 0.56*** 0.54

Homophily effect (dyadic attributes)

Market segment matching 0.68** 0.69*** 0.67***

Brand origin matching 0.99*** 1.00*** 0.98

Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) -68209 -68211 -68252

Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) -68113 -68106 -68147

1 Note: .p <0.1; *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001
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Step 3: Validation with pairwise competition comparison We validate our model using two meth-489

ods, 1) predicting pairwise competition and, 2) estimating the market share of each car model. We first490

evaluate the model fit at the level of pairwise competition. Given the original network structure, one can491

identify the “winner” in each pairwise competition by counting the customers’ choice prevalence. For492

example, among 25 customers who have considered both car A and car B, 15 customers bought car A493

and 10 customers bought car B, and then car A is denoted as the “winner” in this “A-B” competition.494

After generating the simulated choice networks based on the fitted model, the aggregated (i.e. aver-495

aged) link strength is used to quantify the pairwise competition. The results show that the simulated496

choice networks obtained from three different models can correctly predict over 60% of the pairwise497

competitions, i.e., (62.10%, 64.08% and 61.19%, respectively.498

Validation with market share comparison In a directed choice network, the in-strength of node499

sin(i) is related to its market share. Hence, we can further validate the choice network by comparing the500

simulated market share for each crossover SUV with its true market share. Specifically, the in-strength501

fraction sin(i)
∑

n
j=1 sin( j) is calculated based on an observed choice network for the actual market share of the502

crossover SUVs. Then, the simulated market share is derived by averaging the in-strength of the nodes503

from 100 simulations. The comparison of actual market share, simulated market shares of three different504

models, and the uniform market share (which assumes all crossover SUVs have the same market share505

and serves as a baseline) is plotted in Figure 8. Even though there exists discrepancy for some car506

models (e.g. Mazda CX-9 and GM USA Buick Enclave), most of the predictions of car models show507

a consistent trend with the actual market share. Compared to the baseline of uniform market share, all508

simulated market shares have a R2 value above 0.7, which indicates that more than 70% of the observed509

variation can be explained by the fitted choice network model. Among them, model 1 has a R2 value510

equal to 0.77, model 2 has a R2 value equal to 0.70, and model 3 has a R2 value equal to 0.74. As a side511

note, the models adding more network attributes do not provide a better simulated market share than512

the baseline model (Model 1), which could be raised by the sparsity and less influence of the network513

structure.514

While valued-ERGM shows a reasonably good fit for the relative pairwise competition and the515

market share, it does not predict well the absolute value of weights in the choice network. This is true516

in predicting both the current market and the future market. We suspect that this is due to the sparsity517

and directionality of the network. The network constructed in this case study only contains crossover518

SUVs, thus leading to a very low network density of 0.02.519
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Fig. 8: Valued-ERGM prediction of 2013 crossover SUVs market share aligns with the true market

share.

5 Discussion520

While the valued-ERGM model provides many advantages over existing statistical models, it is a521

relatively new model with a few theoretical and practical challenges that require attention and more522

research. In this section, we summarize the benefits and limitations of the valued-ERGM models and523

discuss how they pave the path to future research directions.524

Supporting engineering design decisions using valued-ERGM One of the goals in using the valued-525

ERGM model is to demonstrate how the approach helps identify the important factors that influence526

product competition. These factors can support stakeholders in making strategic decisions. However,527

it is important to note that while the theoretical model allows one to estimate the importance of any528

attribute, the analysis in specific case studies may also depend on what product data is available and529

whether there indeed exists any relationship between product attributes and customers’ choice decisions.530

To understand this, let us consider three hypothetical situations. In the first situation, a customer decides531

to buy a car merely based on the size of the car engine. Using a valued-ERGM model, the analysis532

results show that the size of the engine (or power – which is correlated with it) has a significant positive533
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coefficient. In such a case, the network models inform that increasing the engine size can help gain534

a larger market share. However, increasing the engine size will inevitably increase the manufacturing535

cost, thus leading to a higher price. This, on contrary, may negatively influence the market share. There536

is obviously a trade-off decision the car manufacturer has to make, then the network model should help537

car manufacturers make decisions of choosing the right combination of design features.538

In the second situation, we assume that a customer decides to buy a car merely based on the quality539

of its air-conditioning (AC) system. If the data we analyze does not include the AC design attribute, the540

results will not be able to provide specific insights into the impact of AC design on customers’ choice541

behaviors. The only remedy for this is to collect data that captures the relevant attributes for the choice542

analysis. In the third situation, we assume that customers’ choice behaviors are only influenced by543

social and/or cultural factors, but not car design features. In such cases, the coefficients of all design544

attributes may not have statistical significance. This indicates that improved design features may not545

help automakers gain more market share. Hence, the guidance provided to the manufacturer is to not546

waste resources on improving factors that do not have an impact.547

In this paper, the customers’ choice behaviors described in the two case studies are a mixture of548

the three situations. For example, we find that some design attributes have a statistically significant549

influence, but we also discover that this dataset lacks information about certain car design attributes.550

Finally, many design attributes studied are not statistically significant, indicating that those attributes551

may not play a role in customer decisions.552

From our current results for both case studies, we successfully identify a few factors that impact553

engineering design decisions for product consideration. Specifically, in the co-consideration network554

of case study 1 (Table 2), we observe that a car designer may want to reduce fuel consumption (which555

relates to engine efficiency) to increase the competitiveness of their car models. Although factors like556

price, power and fuel consumption are statistically significant, they do not directly provide actionable557

design guidance for a car manufacturer. In the choice network of case study 2 (Table 4), the model558

results help decision-makers with strategic planning. For example, in the crossover SUV market, the559

improvement of fuel consumption may not increase the likelihood of a car being purchased. Instead,560

reducing the price and increasing the power could be helpful to improve the market share. We no-561

tice that our dataset lacks certain car design attributes that may be influential to customers’ choices.562

In future work, we aim to address this issue using crowdsourced data inputs. Moreover, we have dis-563

covered the important effect of particular network configuration statistics, such as “cyclical weights”564

and ”transitive weights” in Table 4 in the choice network. That manifests the advantages of (valued)565
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ERGMs in utilizing network configurations to capture endogenous effects in a market. The insights into566

these endogenous effects help car manufacturers gain an in-depth understanding of the market and their567

competing opponents.568

Trade-off between feature engineering and model interpretability In valued-ERGM models, we569

start with a large collection of features. These features can be node-specific (e.g., car fuel efficiency,570

price), link-specific (e.g., price difference between two car models), or network-specific (e.g., popularity,571

density). The choice of what features to use has a large impact on the goodness of fit of the model, the572

estimated coefficients as well as their statistical significance. While we use automated methods for573

feature selection (which largely select features that are uncorrelated), the process is often manual. In574

contrast, one can use modern deep learning models to learn hierarchical feature representations. Yet,575

the deep learning models are largely black-box and are hard to interpret, which is one of the key reasons576

for us to adopt the interpretable and theory-grounded statistical network models in this study. In the577

future, we will attempt to find the middle ground of reducing dependence on feature selection, while578

still retaining model interpretability by combining the two methods.579

Numerical issues with valued ERGMs Existing literature reports two numerical issues of (valued)580

ERGMs: the reliability of model interpretation and computation issues for large networks.581

Reliability: In recent years, there have been critiques of using (valued) ERGM packages related to582

the accuracy of inference methods reported by the statistical software for ERGM. While some experi-583

ments suggested that the variants of ERGM models can work well even with a relatively small sample584

taken from the network [42], Shalizi and Rinaldo [43] have argued that ERGMs are designed for mod-585

eling the entire network. In many applications, the data used consists of a sampled sub-network, which586

could lead to inconsistency of interpretation due to the MCMC sampling process. However, our first587

case study is unlikely to suffer from the reported issues due to two reasons: 1) the subset of customers588

in our network for the first case study only changes the link strength magnitude and we still use all589

nodes, 2) We also test with different subsets samples of customers and find that the results are similar,590

which indicates the reliability of our network models. For the second case study, we use a particular591

market segment of cars to create the network, which may suffer from reported limitations. Hence, we592

are cautious in generalizing our findings from the study on cross SUVs to other car segments.593

Computation issue for large/complex network: It is reported in the literature [44] that for large594

and complex network structures, the MCMC approach to estimate ERGM parameters may not converge.595

In our work, this limitation can be a problem for some stakeholders. There is some recent work on596
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developing scalable binary ERGMs [45, 46], and the extension of such methods to valued-ERGMs597

can help alleviate the scalability problem for large datasets. Another approach that can improve the598

scalability of valued-ERGMs is to use kernelized approximate Bayesian computation. It can improve599

the computational efficiency and is being adopted by popular packages [47] as an alternative to MCMC.600

6 CONCLUSION601

In this paper, we enhance the network modeling approach for analyzing customer preferences and602

product competition by viewing customer-product relations in the context of a complex socio-technical603

system. With a focus on the unidimensional network as the aggregated result of customer preferences604

and the social and market environment, we exhibit how valued-ERGM models can be used to model605

directed and undirected product competition networks with non-binary link strengths. The method606

enables designers to estimate the major factors that affect customers’ consideration and choice behavior,607

and which can help in predicting the strength of future market competition when a manufacturer changes608

some product attributes.609

This work has three main contributions. First, we extend the newly developed valued-ERGM, which610

has traditionally been confined to social network modeling, to study competition between products.611

This network modeling approach enriches the knowledge base of product design modeling techniques.612

Second, by developing a procedure of weighted network construction, interpretation, and validation,613

we demonstrate that valued-ERGM models provide a better model than binary-ERGM, as measured614

by model fit and prediction accuracy for car competition. Third, this paper is the first work to study615

aggregated purchase preferences using a “directed” uni-dimensional network. The directed network we616

create is unique, as it encodes information from two stages of decision making, both the final purchase617

decision as well as the items considered by the customers.618

The case studies in this paper show how network models are used to systematically analyze large619

real-world networks. For the first case study, which analyzes the co-consideration competition between620

296 cars, we show that homophily effects, affecting the differences between two cars, are more important621

than the main effects in predicting link strength. Cars are generally found to compete more with other622

cars from the same market segment, same brand origin and similar price range. In the second case study,623

which focuses on the crossover SUV market, we analyze a network of 217 cars and find that624

cars which are considered by more people are also purchased more often. In future work, we aim to625

analyze how valued-ERGM can help study new domains and further investigate ways to integrate feature626

learning methods like deep learning with valued-ERGM models while retaining their interpretability.627
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Improving the scalability of these models to larger datasets and using them for dynamically evolving628

car competition is another interesting avenue of research.629
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